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About this course

Modern machine learning methods used in real-world AI applications.

Focus on conceptual understanding of these methods.



About this course

Modern machine learning methods used in real-world AI applications.

Focus on conceptual understanding of these methods.

Develop skills to grasp abstract ML concepts and think critically.

Objectives

Practice with hands on programming tasks.

Preparation for studying more advanced machine learning techniques.



Prerequisites

Undergraduate level training in probability and statistics, linear 
algebra, (multivariate) calculus.

Important: attend today’s discussion session to see if you have the 
required background.

Programming: Python.

Not an intro-level CS course, no training of basic programming skills.



Logistics

Lectures: Fridays, 1-3.20pm (SGM 123)

Discussions: Fridays, 3.30-4.20pm

https://usc-tamagotchi.github.io/csci-567/23f/

Course website



Teaching Staff

TAs: Ting-Rui Chiang, Samuel Griesemer, Josh Robinson, Oliver Liu, 
Robby Costales, Tenghao Huang, Tejas Srinivasan

CPs/Graders: Aman Bansal, Wenda Zhou, Sanying Yi, Sneha Bandi 

Slides and Reading

Lecture slides will be posted before class (possibly updated after).

No required textbooks.
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25%: Quiz 2 (11/17). Open book, no collaboration.
50%: Course Project 
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Academic integrity



Done in groups (~3 students).

Any machine learning topic and any domain is fine.

It must include an implementation of a machine learning algorithm.

The implemented model has to work to a reasonable level (don’t pick a problem that is 
too difficult).

We will share more details in a separate document early next week.

Course Project



What is machine learning?



Machine Learning

AI



Machine learning is the fuel that powers state-of-the-art AI agents.

Machine Learning

AI



Machine learning is the fuel that powers state-of-the-art AI agents.

Personal opinion: AI is a civilization-altering technology that is going to transform the way we live.

Machine Learning

AI



Speech recognition, information retrieval and search, text 
classification, stock price prediction, object recognition, …

Consumer applications

Protein structure prediction, social network analysis, business 
intelligence, nuclear fusion, …

Scientific applications



The frontier of AI





A poisonous giant green rat holding a 
red rose, digital art

https://lexica.art/?q=a+poisonous+giant+green+rat+holding+a+red+rose+r
https://lexica.art/?q=a+poisonous+giant+green+rat+holding+a+red+rose+r
https://lexica.art/?q=digital+art


Passing the Turing test used to be the benchmark for machine intelligence.



We have many agents that arguably have passed the test.



We can download the models and run them. 

Why do we need to study ML?



Understanding of fundamental concepts of how ML models work 

Strong engineering skills

How to contribute to the rapid pace of progress in AI 



How to train a model

Learning a model from training data (training examples) by optimizing a 
loss function to minimize generalization errors.



Data

Generalization errors

Model

Loss function



Data



Data

Supervised vs. unsupervised learning 
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Data

Supervised vs. unsupervised learning 

Document Category
Sentence Sentiment
Image Class



Data



Data

"Just had the most amazing experience at USC! The campus is beautiful, the people are 
friendly, and the opportunities are endless. I'm so grateful to be a Trojan! #USC #ProudTrojan"

I hate the traffic in LA, it's always so frustrating and makes me stressed out. #LAtraffic



Data

Input data is often represented as a feature vector 



Data

Supervised vs. unsupervised learning 



Data

Supervised vs. unsupervised learning 



Model



Model

In supervised learning, the goal is to learn a function (based on the 
available training data) that maps a new input to a predicted output.



Model

In supervised learning, the goal is to learn a function (based on the 
available training data) that maps a new input to a predicted output.

model parameters



Model

What function to choose?



Model

What function to choose? Decision tree



Model

What function to choose? K-nearest neighbors



Model

What function to choose? Linear classifier



Model

Logistic regression, a probabilistic model



Model

What function to choose? Non-linear classifier



Loss function



Loss function



Generalization errors

Robust to noise in the training data

Generalizes to new examples




